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10 Abstract

11 Background: The nuclear genomes of eukaryotes vary enormously in size, with much of this variability
12 attributable to differential accumulation of transposable elements (TEs). To date, the precise evolutionary and
13 ecological conditions influencing TE accumulation remain poorly understood. Most previous attempts to
14 identify these conditions have focused on evolutionary processes occurring at the host organism level,
15 whereas we explore a TE ecology explanation.

16 Results: As an alternative (or additional) hypothesis, we propose that ecological mechanisms occurring within the
17 host cell may contribute to patterns of TE accumulation. To test this idea, we conducted a series of experiments using
18 a simulated asexual TE/host system. Each experiment tracked the accumulation rate for a given type of TE within a
19 particular host genome. TEs in this system had a net deleterious effect on host fitness, which did not change over the
20 course of experiments. As one might expect, in the majority of experiments TEs were either purged from the genome
21 or drove the host population to extinction. However, in an intriguing handful of cases, TEs co-existed with hosts and
22 accumulated to very large numbers. This tended to occur when TEs achieved a stable density relative to non-TE
23 sequences in the genome (as opposed to reaching any particular absolute number). In our model, the only way to
24 maintain a stable density was for TEs to generate new, inactive copies at a rate that balanced with the production of
25 active (replicating) copies.

26 Conclusions: From a TE ecology perspective, we suggest this could be interpreted as a case of ecosystem engineering
27 within the genome, where TEs persist by creating their own “habitat”.

28 Keywords: Ecosystem engineering, Transposon ecology, C-value paradox, Transposon accumulation, Junk DNA,

29
Genome-level ecology

30 Background
31 Transposable elements (TEs) make up a large fraction of
32 all but the most diminutive eukaryotic genomes and are
33 the most prominent contributors to the enormous vari-
34 ability in nuclear genome size [1]. They also make up a
35 small but significant portion of many prokaryotic genomes
36 [2, 3]. Explaining both their extraordinary abundance and

37their differential representation among taxa has been a
38central challenge in evolutionary genetics for several de-
39cades. The earliest interpretation, and one that persists in
40many modern discussions, is that the abundance of TEs
41reflects real or potential functions that benefit the host or-
42ganism in which they reside. Such proposed functions
43have included gene regulation (e.g. [4, 5]), buffering
44against mutations [6], causing mutations and generating
45new variation [7], and various other roles. Indeed, there
46has long been an assumption that TEs must impart some
47fitness benefit to organisms, or else they would have been
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48 pruned by natural selection long ago. Adaptationist inter-
49 pretations of TEs and other non-genic DNA sequences re-
50 main prominent in some areas of genomics [8].
51 Nearly 40 years ago, the classic “selfish DNA” papers
52 sought to characterize sequences such as TEs as bio-
53 logical entities with properties that could promote their
54 accumulation even at the expense of host fitness [9, 10].
55 These early papers noted that, on occasion, initially self-
56 ish DNA elements could be co-opted into functional
57 roles at the organism level. However, as genomic para-
58 sites, such functions were not necessary to account for
59 their accumulation and persistence within genomes.
60 More recently, the relationship between particular TEs
61 and their hosts has been understood to vary along a con-
62 tinuum from strict parasitism to commensalism to mu-
63 tualism [11]. Under this view, the impacts of TEs on
64 their hosts can range from beneficial to neutral (or
65 nearly so) to varying degrees of deleteriousness. There is
66 a variety of specific scenarios that would allow TEs to
67 accumulate and remain active. It is important to note
68 that the categories, below, apply to individual TE fam-
69 ilies (or even individual copies or lineages within a fam-
70 ily) and not to genomes as a whole; a given genome may
71 be home to diverse TEs that occupy any number of
72 these categories.
73 In very general terms, these scenarios can be summa-
74 rized as follows:

75 1. TE insertions are beneficial and accumulate
76 through positive selection on hosts. If individual TE
77 insertions confer a net fitness benefit to the hosts
78 that carry them, then these can accumulate through
79 positive directional selection at the host level. TE
80 accumulation by host-level selection will be particu-
81 larly likely to occur if both the beneficial impact
82 and host population size are large. That TEs begin
83 as beneficial without any coevolution with or coop-
84 tion by hosts may be a rather infrequent occur-
85 rence, but if it does occur then it is obvious that
86 they will accumulate within a population by positive
87 selection on hosts. In any case, adaptationist inter-
88 pretations of TEs implicitly assume that the most
89 common reason for accumulation of TEs is that
90 they conferred a significant net benefit to their
91 hosts [12–14].
92 2. TEs are (nearly) neutral and accumulate by genetic
93 drift among hosts. If, on average, TE insertions have
94 little or no impact on host fitness, then the primary
95 means by which they can accumulate within
96 genomes will be through genetic drift or mutation
97 pressure (or both). In the case of genetic drift,
98 individual TE insertions that are neutral (or at most
99 mildly deleterious) may increase in frequency in the
100 host population by chance, especially if the host

101population size is small [15]. TEs with minimal
102impacts on host fitness may also become more
103abundant if their rate of duplicative transposition
104exceeds the rate of loss by chance (e.g., through
105deletion bias [16];).
1063. TEs (co-)evolve to become less deleterious and then
107accumulate through host-level evolutionary pro-
108cesses. If TE insertions are modestly, but more than
109very slightly, deleterious then they will be less likely
110to accumulate through genetic drift even in smaller
111host populations and are unlikely to persist long
112term, especially in large host populations in which
113negative directional selection exerts a stronger ef-
114fect. Nonetheless, growth in TE numbers could still
115occur if the elements evolve properties that make
116them less detrimental to their hosts, such as
117through reduced replication rates or acquiring pref-
118erences for insertion sites where adverse insertional
119effects are minimal [12, 17]. Alternatively (or in
120addition), hosts may evolve mechanisms to reduce
121the deleterious effects of TE insertions such as lim-
122iting the rate of transposition. (For TEs to continue
123to accumulate, this can’t involve complete silencing
124or deletion of TE copies by the host). Evolutionary
125changes such as these at the TE and/or host level
126would shift the scenario to category 2 above where
127TE insertions would evolve as neutral alleles. It is
128also possible that changes in the TEs and/hosts
129could lead to the co-option of that TE into a host-
130level function, thereby shifting the relationship to
131category 1 above.
1324. TEs are sexually transmitted genomic parasites:
133TE insertions are significantly deleterious but
134spread via recombination. Even under a scenario
135in which TE insertions tend to be quite
136detrimental to host fitness, there can nonetheless
137be an accumulation of active TE copies if they
138spread more quickly than they can be deleted
139from the host population [18]. In this case, the
140relationship between TEs and hosts would reflect
141the dynamics typical of a virulent but non-fatal
142pathogen (i.e., TEs spread more quickly than they
143can be deleted) to which hosts are not strongly
144immune (i.e., host genomes are not able to ef-
145fectively delete or silence the active TEs). If the
146fitness costs to the host are significant, then this
147is likely to require an effective means for TEs to
148spread within the host population, such as re-
149combination. Indeed, it has long been recognized
150that TEs could spread more effectively in sexual
151versus asexual species, especially if they are detri-
152mental to host fitness [19]. In other words, suc-
153cessful TEs in this category may usually be
154“sexually transmitted nuclear parasites” [19].
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155 5. TEs can spread among species: TE insertions are
156 severely deleterious but spread quickly and
157 horizontally to new hosts. TEs whose activity
158 impose very serious costs to their hosts would,
159 under most conditions, be expected to be lost from
160 the population, as individuals containing them are
161 strongly selected against at the organism level. For
162 TEs in this category to persist for more than a few
163 host generations, let alone accumulate to large
164 numbers, there must be a mechanism for them to
165 spread to new hosts at a rate that counteracts the
166 reduced reproductive success of individuals that
167 contain them. To wit, they must be able to spread
168 horizontally among hosts. This requirement would
169 be especially strong for TEs that inhabit asexual
170 hosts where, in the absence of recombination, they
171 would otherwise be confined to vertical
172 transmission pathways.

173 To summarize, mechanisms theoretically exist by
174 which TEs can become abundant and remain active re-
175 gardless of the nature of their initial relationship to host
176 fitness. In some cases, as when TE insertions exert a
177 beneficial effect at the host level, their accumulation is
178 both likely and expected, especially in large host popula-
179 tions. Neutral or nearly neutral TE insertions can also
180 accumulate, but this may require that host populations
181 be relatively small. Deleterious TE insertions are not
182 doomed to be lost, even if their impacts are rather se-
183 vere, so long as they and/or their hosts can evolve in
184 such a way that these adverse effects are mitigated or
185 the TEs are able to spread to new genomes at a rate ex-
186 ceeding their loss by purifying selection among hosts. In
187 the latter case, it is likely that additional mechanisms of
188 spread such as recombination and/or horizontal transfer
189 are required.
190 What happens if none of the above scenarios applies?
191 It may be rare for none of these conditions to apply at
192 all in a eukaryotic population, but because recombin-
193 ation, horizontal transfer, and/or mechanisms of co-
194 evolution with hosts are known to be significant in af-
195 fecting the accumulation of TEs, it is necessary to con-
196 trol for these in order to assess whether any other, less
197 well established, factors also act on TEs independently.
198 This is conceptually similar to having idealized but un-
199 realistic null conditions in classical population genetics
200 models (there are no infinitely large populations, for ex-
201 ample). In both Zeyl et al. [20] and Bast et al. [21] ex-
202 perimental populations of yeast only accumulated TEs in
203 sexual rather than asexual populations, in contrast to
204 what we found under some parameter conditions in our
205 simulations. Simulations by Bast et al. [21], using a
206 modified model from Dolgin and Charlesworth [22],
207 suggested the decrease in TE load in asexual populations

208occured via increased rates of element deletion from the
209genome over time. By contrast, we ask, can TEs accumu-
210late in an asexual host with no horizontal transmission,
211even if they remain deleterious, and if neither they nor
212their hosts can evolve to change the nature of their rela-
213tionship? In this study, we sought to answer this ques-
214tion by developing an idealized in silico simulation in
215which TE insertions into genes have serious negative ef-
216fects on host fitness (ruling out category 1 and 2); TEs
217could not evolve insertion site preferences and hosts
218could not evolve TE-regulating mechanisms (eliminating
219category 3); the hosts reproduce asexually and there is
220no mechanism for horizontal transfer (excluding cat-
221egories 4 and 5). Elsewhere this has been described as
222genome-level ecology Linquist et al. [23]. Briefly, the
223term “TE ecology” refers to changes in TE abundance
224and distribution that do not involve changes in TE se-
225quence -- that is, based on interactions between TEs and
226other TEs, or with the host genome, but not involving
227evolution of TE or host.
228Based on previous explanations (both theoretical con-
229siderations and observations of TE profiles in sexual vs.
230asexual taxa [23–25]), we would expect TEs to be un-
231likely to persist under such conditions as either they will
232be unable to spread, or they will be eliminated from the
233population by host-level selection, or the host popula-
234tions will be driven to extinction by the accumulation of
235detrimental mutations with no means of restoring un-
236damaged collections of genes through recombination
237(i.e., Muller’s ratchet). Intriguingly, our simulation indi-
238cates that TEs can, in fact, accumulate and persist –
239even if they are detrimental, and without coevolution,
240recombination, or horizontal transfer -- as long as cer-
241tain conditions are met, including relatively low TE
242death rates, low TE progeny rates, low mutation rates,
243high mutation effects.

244Results
245We observed three broad classes of outcomes of our
246models (Fig. F11) as we varied the parameters described
247above: (1) TE extinction, in which no active TEs remain.
248There are three potential mechanisms for this: First, TEs
249become inactive via mutation. Second, active TEs are ex-
250cised but do not reinsert in the genome. Third, hosts
251with active TEs die while hosts with inactive TEs persist.
252(2) Host extinction, in which all hosts in the population
253die. (3) TE accumulation, in which both TEs and hosts
254persist for the duration of the simulation. In the figure,
255the colouring of each square represents the outcomes of
256the three runs of a particular experimental design com-
257bination of Low/High variations. TE extinction is repre-
258sented by yellow, host extinction by purple, and TE
259accumulation by teal. Squares with uniform colour rep-
260resent experimental design combinations in which all
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261 three runs provided consistent outcomes, while multi-
262 coloured squares are combinations with several different
263 outcomes. A completely yellow box indicates that all
264 three experimental replicates lead to extinction of the
265 TEs. The location of a square within the array indicates
266 the particular experimental design combination being
267 reported.
268 Rows correspond to the Low and High variations of
269 the Carrying_capacity, Mutation_effect, NC_BP, and
270 Corrected_mutation_rate parameters, as respectively in-
271 dicated in the row labels at the right of the figure. Col-
272 umns correspond to the Low and High variations of the
273 Insertion_bias, TE_death_rate, TE_excision_rate, and
274 TE_progeny parameters, as respectively indicated in the

275column headers. For example, the cell marked “*”, be-
276cause it is in the row labelled “L.L.H.L.” corresponds to
277the three runs in which Carrying_capacity was Low, mu-
278tation_effect was Low, NC_BP was High, and Corrected_
279mutation_rate was Low. Similarly, because that cell lies
280in the column labelled “H.L.H.H.”, it corresponds to the
281runs in which Insertion_bias was High, TE_death_rate
282was Low, TE_excision_rate was High, and TE_progeny
283was High.
284In 575 experiments (or 75%), the TEs went extinct (in-
285dicated by yellow). In 169 experiments (or 22%), the
286rapid TE accumulation resulted in the host population
287extinction, which stopped the simulation (indicated by
288purple). And only in 23 experiments or (3% of all

f1:1Q3 Fig. 1 TE accumulation outcomes for the different simulations. The proportion of the three different accumulation patterns, with host extinction purple, TE
f1:2 accumulation teal, and TE extinction yellow, for the different combinations of simulation parameters. For illustration purposes, the ROWS are unique
f1:3 combinations of 4 host properties (Carrying_capacity, mutation_effect, NC_BP, Corrected_mutation_rate), and the COLUMNS unique combinations of 4 TE
f1:4 properties (Insertion_bias, TE_death_rate, TE_excision_rate, and TE_progeny). The column headings indicate whether it that column is either the high (H) or low
f1:5 (L) condition for these 4 experimental variables, in the order outlined above. The row headings follow the same format
f1:6
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f2:1
f2:3
f2:4 Fig. 2 (See legend on next page.)
f2:5
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289 experiments) did the TEs accumulate without leading to
290 host extinction (indicated by teal). It is this third result
291 that represents a novel discovery.
292 In this analysis, we were interested only in whether or
293 not it is possible for TEs to accumulate and persist
294 under the conditions outlined in our introduction. When
295 each unique experimental design combination was repli-
296 cated three times, we only observed two experimental
297 design combinations (full teal square) with a consistent
298 accumulation pattern in the three replicates (1: Low Car-
299 rying_capacity, High mutation_effect, High NC_BP, Low
300 Corrected_mutation_rate, High Insertion_bias, Low TE_
301 death_rate, Low TE_excision_rate, Low TE_progeny and
302 2: High Carrying_capacity, High mutation_effect, Low
303 NC_BP, Low Corrected_mutation_rate, High Insertion_
304 bias, Low TE_death_rate, Low TE_excision_rate, Low
305 TE_progeny). In all other experimental design combina-
306 tions with a TE accumulation pattern, there was at least
307 one replicate that resulted in either a host extinction or
308 TE extinction.
309 The 23 experiments in which some TE accumulation
310 patterns were observed occurred in 15 unique experi-
311 mental design combinations. TableT1 1 summarizes the
312 values (high/low) of the 8 experimental design parame-
313 ters, Carrying_capacity, Mutation_effect, NC_BP, Cor-
314 rected_mutation_rate, Insertion_bias, TE_death_rate,
315 TE_excision_rate, and TE_progeny, for each of the ex-
316 periments resulting in TE accumulation.
317 We tested whether these 8 parameters could predict
318 TE accumulation with a binomial ANOVA. Because of
319 all the 0 s in this analysis (745 runs without TE accumu-
320 lation vs. 23 with TE accumulation), we could only test
321 for the main effects parameter effects (as opposed to a
322 full-factorial ANOVA). Of the 8 potential main effects, 4
323 were significant: TE_death_rate (P = 0.01), TE_progeny
324 (P = 0.004), Corrected_mutation_rate (P < 0.001), and
325 Mutation_effect (P = 0.005).

326Next, we investigated the accumulation of TEs over
327time with respect to each of the three possible outcomes,
328focussing on the effect of one of the variable parameters
329at a time. In Fig. F22, each row represents the variable par-
330ameter of interest. In each row, the first graph shows the
331accumulation of TEs for all experiments that ended in
332host extinction, while the second graph shows the accu-
333mulation for those experiments that ended in TE accu-
334mulation and the last graph shows the experiments that
335ended in TE extinction. Each line represents the average
336number of active TEs across all the hosts in the popula-
337tion for one experiment. Purple lines are for those ex-
338periments where the parameter of interest was set to
339High, while yellow lines represent the parameter of
340interest in the Low condition. We noticed that in the
341host extinction outcomes, the TEs often seemed to ex-
342hibit exponential accumulation, while in the TE accumu-
343lation outcomes TE numbers seem to grow more
344steadily, and in the TE extinction outcomes TEs never
345accumulated to significant numbers.
346We also tracked the average genome size over time, as
347depicted in Fig. F33. In our simulation, TEs can become in-
348active either when a mutation within the TE causes it to
349become incapable of transposition (this is governed by
350the TE_death_rate, see Methods, c. Simulation, Step 3,
351below), or if a second TE inserts itself into the space oc-
352cupied by the former TE (see Methods, c. Simulation,
353Step 6, below). This figure also approximates the rate of
354inactive TE growth, since the only cause for additional
355genome size (beyond the initial non-coding base pairs,
356NC_BP) in our model is the accumulation of TEs and
357the growth of the number of inactive TEs dominates the
358growth of the active TEs.
359Finally, since Fig. 2 suggested that the difference be-
360tween the TE accumulation versus the host extinction
361pattern could be caused by the speed of TE accumula-
362tion (high initial TE accumulation leading to host

f2:6 (See figure on previous page.)
f2:7 Fig. 2 Active TE accumulation patterns for the different simulations. Average abundance of TEs per host individual is plotted as a function of the cycle time.
f2:8 The three different accumulation patterns (host extinction, TE accumulation, and TE extinction) are plotted in different columns. Specifically, we plotted all 575
f2:9 simulations which led to host extinction in the first column, and all 23 simulations which led to TE accumulation in the second column, and all 169 simulations
f2:10 which led to the TE extinction in the third column. The different colours and line types indicate whether it was the high (purple, solid line) or low (yellow,
f2:11 dashed line) condition that was associated with the accumulation pattern for each variable, and in fact, the only difference between the rows is the colouring
f2:12 of the lines. Simulations in column 2 which seem to end prematurely reached the maximum 72h time limit. We did not increase the limit because the time
f2:13 taken per cycle was increasing exponentiallyf2:15
f2:16

t1:1 Table 1 Variable values where TEs Accumulate

t1:2 Variable: Carrying_
capacity

Mutation_
effect

NC_
BP

Corrected_mutation_
rate

Insertion_
bias

TE_death_
rate

TE_excision_
rate

TE_
progeny

t1:3 How often
t1:4 “H”:

14 18 14 1 14 6 0 5

t1:5 How often “L”: 9 5 9 22 9 17 23 18
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f3:1 Fig. 3 Average host genome size for the different simulations. Average host genome size is plotted as a function of the cycle time. The three
f3:2 different accumulation patterns (host extinction, TE accumulation, and TE extinction) are plotted in different columns. The different colours and
f3:3 line types indicate whether it was the high (or low) condition was associated with the accumulation pattern for each variable (or rows of plots)
f3:4
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f4:1
f4:3
f4:4 Fig. 4 (See legend on next page.)
f4:5
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363 extinction), we plotted TE numbers also as densities by
364 standardizing average TE abundances per host genome
365 by genome size (Fig.F4 4). Figure 4 depicts the ratio of
366 Fig. 2 to Fig. 3.
367 We noticed in Fig. 4 that the TE accumulation out-
368 comes were characterized by TEs reaching a density
369 plateau. Since TEs continue to accumulate even after
370 they have reached a density plateau, and there is no
371 DNA deletion in the model and there is no DNA
372 addition other than via TE addition, the insertion of ac-
373 tive TEs is balanced by a corresponding increase of in-
374 active TEs.

375 Discussion
376 We developed a model in which TEs are deleterious, do
377 not evolve, and cannot transfer horizontally between
378 hosts or to other species. This model explicitly violates
379 the known explanations for the persistence of TEs,
380 namely:

381 1. TE insertions are beneficial.
382 2. TE insertions are (nearly) neutral.
383 3. TE insertions are somewhat deleterious (but evolve
384 to become nearly neutral or beneficial).
385 4. TE insertions are significantly deleterious but spread
386 via recombination or horizontal transfer.
387 5. TE insertions are severely deleterious but spread
388 quickly and horizontally to new hosts.

389 Thus, our expectation was to find no instances of TE
390 accumulation. In fact, we found that TEs do accumulate
391 sometimes, and more frequently under certain
392 assumptions.
393 Why do TEs accumulate more rapidly in some ge-
394 nomes than others? The dominant view is that TE accu-
395 mulation is driven by selection among hosts, or they
396 accumulate when host populations experience drift, or
397 that hosts genomes are in a balanced state of insertion/
398 deletion. All three of these hypotheses predict that TEs
399 cannot accumulate indefinitely so long as the host popu-
400 lation is under strong selection and provided that they
401 remain largely deleterious. Our model tested this predic-
402 tion under a range of four different “TE ecological” pa-
403 rameters within the host (Carrying_capacity, Mutation_
404 effect, NC_BP, Corrected_mutation_rate), and for four
405 different TE parameters (Insertion_bias, TE_death_rate,
406 TE_excision_rate, and TE_progeny), each under high
407 and low conditions. The majority of these simulations

408bore out the received theoretical expectation of no accu-
409mulation of TEs that are on average deleterious (see In-
410sertion_effect). TEs were purified from the genome in
41175% of the cases, and they drove the host population ex-
412tinct in another 22% of the conditions. However, there
413remained an intriguing handful of cases where, even
414under such selectively unfavourable conditions, TEs
415attained potentially high abundances. This occurred
416without the benefit of co-evolution or drift. Thus, con-
417trary to received wisdom, it is theoretically possible for
418active TEs to achieve high abundances within a genome
419without becoming “domesticated” [26] and despite
420strong selection for their removal.
421Interestingly, there was no single TE property, nor
422any particular host property, that reliably generated
423this pattern (see Fig. 1). It is noteworthy that under
424both conditions where TEs reliably reached high
425abundances, insertion rates (excision rate times pro-
426geny) were relatively low. Every insertion has the po-
427tential of hitting a gene, decreasing host fitness and
428thereby being selected against. This finding can be
429compared to the longstanding expectation that TEs
430must exhibit “self-restraint” in order to persist [27].
431Our analysis builds upon this conclusion by providing
432a finer grained account of what self-restraint amounts
433to. Specifically, we note that reduced insertion rate is
434not sufficient for TE accumulation; it must occur in
435conjunction with particular “environmental” condi-
436tions within the host.
437Our findings can also be compared to those of [28],
438who modeled the invasion of a TE into a sexually repro-
439ducing host environment. They observed that initial
440colonization requires a high rate of replication and inser-
441tion. However, they note that an overly aggressive repli-
442cation rate is ultimately self-defeating. Eventually, as the
443TE population reaches a critical level, the host popula-
444tion is driven to extinction. Le Rouzic and Capy [28]
445proposed that a potential solution to this problem is for
446the rate of TE replication to be carefully regulated. Dur-
447ing the colonization phase, TEs would undergo a burst
448of replication activity; but after reaching a certain
449threshold, they would have to enter a phase of relative
450dormancy. Our model exhibited some of the same be-
451haviour, in that TEs tended to either be purged from the
452genome or else they caused host extinction. However,
453we demonstrated that it is possible for TEs to persist
454and reach very high abundances without the need to at-
455tenuate replication.

f4:6 (See figure on previous page.)
f4:7 Fig. 4 TE accumulation patterns for the different simulations. Average density of TEs per host genome size is plotted as a function of the cycle
f4:8 time. The three different accumulation patterns (host extinction, TE accumulation, and TE extinction) are plotted in different columns. The
f4:9 different colours and line types indicate whether it was the high (or low) condition was associated with the accumulation pattern for each
f4:10 variable (or rows of plots)f4:12
f4:13
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456 How exactly did TEs manage to attain such high abun-
457 dances in our model without driving the host population
458 extinct? Figure 4 suggests an intriguing answer. Although
459 TE abundances continued to climb in these cases, TE
460 density within the genome leveled off at a certain point.
461 Perhaps the most important lesson to be drawn from this
462 study is that TE density, not absolute abundance, is the
463 more important factor influencing TE persistence. Our
464 fourth figure measures the density of TEs which is equiva-
465 lent to the ratio of live to dead TEs as the genome size in-
466 creases beyond the initial genome size.
467 As the abundance of TEs within a genome increases, the
468 only way to stabilize density is by increasing the amount
469 of non-mobile DNA. In nature, this could be achieved by
470 a number of different mechanisms. For instance, chromo-
471 some duplication might be an efficient way to supply new
472 real estate for a growing population of TEs. However, in
473 our model the only available source of new DNA was sup-
474 plied by the TEs themselves. We think that this suggests
475 an interesting new mechanism by which TEs might accu-
476 mulate more generally. Ecologists have long recognized
477 that organisms sometimes manage to persist in an ecosys-
478 tem by generating their own habitat. This phenomenon is
479 described as ecosystem engineering [29]. Extending this
480 idea to TE ecology, active TEs are comparable to organ-
481 isms and defunct copies of TEs represent additional habi-
482 tat in the form of safe insertion sites for active TEs.
483 Presumably, this process would require the creation of a
484 certain number of inert copies for every additional active
485 copy that is added to the TE population. A question to be
486 explored in a future study concerns the precise propor-
487 tions of active vs inert copies that would give rise to a
488 stable density.

489 Conclusions
490 We propose that the TE ecosystem engineering hypothesis
491 identifies a distinct process that potentially contributes to
492 variability in genome size among species. To be clear, we
493 do not take ourselves to have provided evidence that, in
494 nature, the capacity for TEs to accumulate and remain ac-
495 tive in most eukaryotic genomes is due to TE ecosystem
496 engineering. This is an important empirical question
497 which we are currently some distance from being able to
498 answer. Nonetheless, our contention is that this hypoth-
499 esis offers a novel and important addition to the stock of
500 candidate explanations for variability in C-value. In
501 addition, our analysis also provides more specific informa-
502 tion on what TE and host properties would be beneficial
503 to evolve to result in stable accumulation of TEs.
504 This proposal can be seen as an extension of Selfish
505 DNA theory, in that it views the transposable element as
506 the focal unit of analysis, somewhat autonomous from
507 the genome in which it resides. However, a longstanding
508 challenge for Selfish DNA theory has been to explain the

509differential success of TEs among different species. We
510have proposed that, generally speaking, this question is
511best addressed by investigating the local “TE ecological”
512conditions that TEs confront within the cell [29–31].
513Interestingly, our current findings identify a particular
514TE ecological mechanism that could enable TEs to reach
515extremely high abundances in nature. This is consistent
516with viewing TEs as “selfish” in that their reproductive
517success does not require them to evolve to become more
518intrinsically benign or even beneficial for the host. More
519generally, this demonstrates the benefit of taking a TE
520ecological approach for generating novel hypotheses
521about transposon dynamics.

522Methods
523Model description
524We built a novel computer simulation of a population of
525host organisms supporting TEs which we used to con-
526duct a number of experiments, each with different pa-
527rameters. Previous software models did not allow us to
528test the scenario that we wanted to explore. Specifically,
529according to the model presented by Dolgin and Char-
530lesworth [22], TEs are lost from the host genome if there
531is a mechanism for TE deletion, regardless of host popu-
532lation size. On the other hand, if there is no TE deletion
533possible, then either hosts will go extinct if their popula-
534tions are small or there will be an equilibrium number
535of TEs that remain if host TE populations are very large.
536In their model, host fitness is inversely correlated with
537TE abundance in the genome. Our model, by contrast,
538does not consider very large (“infinite”) host populations
539and incorporates variable fitness consequences in two
540ways: 1) each individual insertion has an independent,
541probabilistic effect on host fitness, and 2) the fitness ef-
542fects of TE insertions are influenced by the quantity of
543non-coding DNA present, as this serves as safe sites into
544which TEs can insert without interrupting a gene. Their
545model did not include the inactivation of elements, nor
546the fact that elements could sometimes create beneficial
547mutations for the host, nor that genome size could vary
548via the amount of non-coding DNA present. Dolgin and
549Charlesworth [22] do briefly mention a scenario where
550there was runaway element copy number increase, but it
551is not detailed in the paper, nor the conditions under
552which it occurred. One thing that we wanted to observe
553is the effect of TEs inserting into genic and non-genic
554regions under different conditions. To achieve this ob-
555jective, we explicitly tracked the location of every gene
556and every TE. We simulated the excision and reinsertion
557of TEs by generating new insertion locations of TEs
558according to two different probability distributions (see
559details below). During many of our simulations, the
560number of TEs grew to several thousand. Together with
561hundreds or thousands of genes, spread across
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562 populations of tens to hundreds of individuals, this in-
563 volved individually tracking the location of up to mil-
564 lions of individual elements (TEs and genes). To make
565 the model computationally practical under these condi-
566 tions, we wanted to include as few biologically relevant
567 parameters as possible. As described further below, we
568 selected our parameters based on prokaryotic hosts
569 where the most experimental information on TE proper-
570 ties was available. Our primary objective with these sim-
571 ulations was to develop a model that was as realistic as
572 possible (whose parameters are consistent with bio-
573 logical observations) where TEs accumulate. In the de-
574 scription below, the parameters which can be specified
575 by the program’s operator are given in parenthesized,
576 italic letters.

577 Initialization
578 Each experiment was initialized by creating a single host
579 organism (and then cloning it to create an initial popula-
580 tion). The host organism is single celled, asexual and has
581 a single linear chromosome.
582 The original host organism is created with a specified
583 number of base-pairs of non-coding DNA (NC_DNA). After
584 creating such an “empty” chromosome, genes were added by
585 placing them at random positions within the chromosome.
586 The number of genes added were varied and are detailed in
587 the Section, “e. Varied Parameters”, below. In our model each
588 gene was 1000 bp in length (adding a gene would increase
589 the length of the chromosome by 1000 bp). Genes were
590 inserted according to a specified, not necessarily uniform,
591 probability distribution (Gene_Insertion_Distribution). This
592 allowed us to create gene-rich regions within the chromo-
593 some (where the probability distribution has a high value)
594 and gene-poor regions (where the probability distribution
595 has a low value). After inserting a specified number of genes
596 (Inital_genes), we added a single TE (in our simulation each
597 TE was 1000 bp in length). Just as with the genes, we allowed
598 the user to specify a non-uniform probability distribution
599 (TE_Insertion_Distributuion), which allowed us to model
600 favourable insertion regions that were potentially different
601 from the gene rich regions. In addition to using the TE prob-
602 ability distribution to insert the progenitor TE for our simu-
603 lation, we also re-use the same distribution for all other TE
604 insertions (i.e., as TEs excised and re-inserted in different lo-
605 cations in the genome). Finally, the host organism is assigned
606 an initial survival likelihood variable (which later plays a role
607 in host selection) of 1. Then, the original host is cloned to
608 produce a population of a specified size (Carrying_capacity).

609 Simulation
610 At this point a simulation can commence. The simula-
611 tion proceeds by cycles. During each cycle, the following
612 steps occur:

6131. Each host individual in the population is cloned
614(resulting in a population of double the original
615size).
6162. Each host clone has a probability
617(Host_mutation_rate) of being mutated. Mutations
618can be mildly beneficial, neutral, mildly deleterious,
619or fatal. The effect of mutation is modelled by
620adjusting the individual’s survival likelihood variable
621according to a probability distribution
622(Host_mutation), where beneficial, neutral, and
623deleterious mutations increase, do not change, and
624decrease the fitness variable respectively. The
625strength of mildly beneficial and deleterious
626mutations is governed by a value (Mutation_effect).
627Fatal mutations set the survival likelihood variable
628to zero. These mutation effects do not include the
629activity of TEs which can insert into genes and have
630an additional effect on the fitness variable (see item
6316., below).
6323. Each transposable element in each host organism
633has a specified probability of becoming inactive
634(TE_death_rate). We have not mechanism for
635inactive TEs to return to activity.
6364. Each transposable element in each host organism
637has a specified probability of excising
638(TE_excision_rate). In our model, we assume that
639only excised TEs can have progeny (i.e. not like a
640retro-transposons that can be copied without being
641excised first).
6425. Each excised TE has a probability distribution over
643the number of copies of itself that are reinserted
644into the chromosome (TE_progeny). This
645probability distribution covers the case of zero TEs
646(the original TE is excised and lost), one TE (the
647original TE jumps to a new location), or greater
648than one TE (new TE copies are added to the
649chromosome). The location of all reinserted TEs
650are drawn from the TE insertion probability
651distribution (TE_Insertion_Distributuion).
6526. If a reinserted TE’s new location is inside a gene, a
653probability distribution (Insertion_effect) governs
654what happens to the host. The effects can be deadly
655(sets survival likelihood to zero), mildly deleterious
656(reducing survival likelihood), neutral (survival
657likelihood unchanged), or mildly beneficial
658(increasing survival likelihood). Again, the strength
659of mildly beneficial and deleterious mutations is
660governed by a value (Mutation_effect).
6617. If a reinserted TE’s new location is inside another
662TE, then the destination TE is rendered
663permanently inactive.
6648. A survival probability is computed for each host.
665This probability is equal to the host’s survival
666likelihood, divided by the sum of all survival
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667 likelihoods, multiplied by the carrying capacity of
668 the environment (Carrying_capacity). The
669 normalization of this probability causes the
670 mathematical expectation of the number of
671 survivors to equal the carrying capacity (while in a
672 given draw, it may be more or less).

673 The simulation runs through steps 1–8 for multiple
674 cycles until either:

675 1. The maximum number of steps is reached.
676 2. There a no more active TEs in any of the hosts.
677 3. All hosts have died.

678 We did not run an experiment with no TEs because
679 the selection mechanism in the model is designed to
680 maintain hosts at carrying capacity so host extinction
681 should not occur in the absence of TEs.
682 Below is a summary of the fixed parameters that we
683 used in all of our simulations, followed by a summary of
684 the parameters that we varied in our experiments.

685 Fixed parameters
686 Our simulation has a number of parameters that can be
687 set. For our experiments, we fixed some of these param-
688 eters, based on reasonable estimates drawn from the lit-
689 erature. In many cases, these estimates were not
690 available for a single biological system, so we had to col-
691 lect estimates from a range of organisms. These are de-
692 tailed below.

693 Cycle length
694 Rather than trying to simulate generations individually
695 (which would have been prohibitively time consuming),
696 we decided to use a higher granularity by making the
697 simulation proceed in cycles. Each cycle represents 107

698 (ten million) generations. This allowed us to accelerate
699 the rates of mutation, TE insertions, etc. Based on bac-
700 terial generation times (15 mins to 24 h), each of our cy-
701 cles could represent anywhere between 6000 and 300,
702 000 years.

703 Gene length (Gene_length)
704 This parameter represents the length of a gene measured
705 in base-pairs. We modelled all genes as having the same
706 length and without introns. The value used for all of the
707 experiments detailed below was 1000 bp. This value was
708 based on a rounding of the average length of a prokary-
709 otic gene, which is around 924 bp [32].

710TE length (TE_length)
711This parameter represents the length of a TE we mod-
712elled all TEs with the same length. The value used for all
713of the experiments was 1000 bp. Again, we used a
714rounded off value of the average length of an IS element,
715which is around 1200 bp [2].

716Host mutation effect table (Host_mutation)
717We used the following probability table to determine the
718effect of mutations on host fitness over the period of a
719cycle in a host organism, irrespective of TE transpos-
720ition. The effect of TE transposition was explicitly han-
721dled using the Insertion_effect parameter, Table T22.
722This set of parameters was complex to estimate. Based
723on the literature, we found that 30–40% of mutations
724are lethal, 2–30% of mutations are neutral mutations,
725and 0–15% are beneficial [33].

726Insertion effect table (Insertion_effect)
727We used the following probability table to determine the
728effect of a TE inserting into a gene on host fitness within
729the host organism, Table T33.
730It was difficult to find data on the effects of TE inser-
731tions, but we did find an indication that 40% of TE in-
732sertions resulted in negative selection [34].

733Varied parameters
734In addition to the fixed parameters that we used above;
735we also used some parameters that we varied across ex-
736periments. These are detailed here. Each parameter was
737instantiated with one of two values during a particular
738experiment. The two values were selected to give a High
739rate of TE proliferation vs a Low rate of TE
740proliferation.

741Probability of TEs becoming inactive (TE_death_rate)
742Our model included a probability (TE_death_rate) with
743which TEs became inactive during Step 3 of each cycle.
744The probabilities used were 0.0005 (High) and 0.005
745(Low). We based these values on the observation that
746Alu elements which are 10% or more divergent from
747their consensus sequence show a precipitous drop-off in
748activity [35, 36]. Given our previous decision that our
749TEs consisted of 1000 bp, we decided that TEs that were
750subjected to 100 point mutations would become
751inactive.
752We decided to consider a point mutation rate in the
753order of one per 108–109 generations based on mutation
754rates reported by [37]. Converting this to cycles gives a

t2:1 Table 2 Probabilities of host mutation effects

t2:2 Effect Lethal (survival likelihood = 0) Mildly deleteriousa Neutral (survival likelihood unchanged) Mildly beneficiala

t2:3 Probability 40% 30% 15% 15%

t2:4 aThe degree of mildly deleterious/beneficial mutations were varied in our experiments and are therefore detailed in the “Varied Parameters” section, below
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755 few mutations per 101–102 cycles. To accumulate the
756 100 point mutations required to become inactive (previ-
757 ous paragraph), would thus take on the order of about
758 103–104 cycles. This implies that the probability of a TE
759 becoming inactive during any cycle is in the tenths or
760 thousandths of a percent. Within this range we selected
761 0.0005 and 0.005.

762 TE excision rate (TE_excision_rate)
763 During Step 4 of each cycle, TEs would excise with a
764 variable rate. The probability of each TE excising was ei-
765 ther 0.5 (High) or 0.1 (Low). This was based on the rep-
766 licative transposition rate of 4 × 10− 8/element/
767 generation reported in [38]. Converting this to cycles
768 gives an excision rate of 0.4/element/cycle.

769 TE progeny distribution (TE_progeny)
770 After excising, the TEs would reinsert during Step 5 with
771 one of two probability distributions. Note that in each
772 distribution the probabilities sum to 100% and that the
773 difference between the probability distributions lies in
774 whether 0 (i.e. the excised TE is lost) or 3 TEs are rein-
775 serted with 15% probability. We were unable to find lit-
776 erature discussing the rate of reinsertion after a TE
777 excised, so we set up our model to have a net positive
778 reinsertion rate with one more aggressive and one less
779 aggressive insertion distribution, TableT4 4.

780 Corrected mutation rate: (Corrected_mutation_rate, a
781 function of Initial_genes and Host_mutation_rate)
782 Another varied parameter is the number of genes found
783 in each host organism Since the host organisms start as
784 clones and there is no mechanism for the creation of
785 new genes or destruction of genes, the number of genes
786 remains constant throughout the simulation across all
787 host organisms. Having a large number of genes should
788 increase the likelihood of one of those genes mutating
789 and as a result the host organism having an increased
790 likelihood of experiencing a mutation. Our model uses a
791 host mutation rate, which is the probability that the

792host’s genes will be changed rather than the probability
793of an individual gene being mutated. For this reason,
794when we used a larger number of genes (ten-fold in-
795crease) we also increased the host mutation rate (ten-
796fold). The initial chromosome had either 5000 genes and
797a corresponding host mutation rate of 0.3 (High), or 500
798initial genes and with a corresponding host mutation
799rate of 0.03 (Low). These parameters were based on the
800work of Land et al. (2015) which reviewed 20 years of
801bacterial genome sequencing.

802Amount of non-coding DNA (NC_BP)
803In addition to the genes and the TEs, the genome of the
804hosts contained an amount of non-coding (NC) DNA.
805We used 14 million (High) and 1.4 million (Low) base
806pairs for this parameter.
807Given that we used models with 500–5000 genes with
808each gene being 1000 base-pairs in length, we had ½ to
8095 million coding base-pairs on our model. We found
810that [39] reported that 38–90% of the bacterial genome
811is coding, while [40] noted 56–96%. Based on these
812numbers, we used 14 million and 1.4 missing base-pairs
813of non-coding DNA in our model. Fourteen million
814base-pairs is also consistent with [41].

815Magnitude of beneficial/deleterious mutation effects
816(Mutation_effect)
817There are two causes of mutation in the model: natural
818mutation of the host’s genes over time, and the effect of
819TE insertion into a gene. In each of these cases, a prob-
820ability distribution is used to determine the effect on the
821host organism’s survival likelihood: lethal, mildly dele-
822terious, no change, mildly beneficial. These probability
823distributions for the two types of mutation have been
824described above in the “Fixed Parameters” section. One
825aspect of mutation that we did vary across experiments,
826was the magnitude of a beneficial or deleterious muta-
827tion. When a beneficial/deleterious mutation occurs, a
828random number between 0.0 and 1.0 is drawn from a
829uniform distribution, multiplied by the Mutation Effect
830(mutation_effect) parameter and added-to/subtracted-
831from the survival likelihood of the individual. The two
832Mutation Effects used were 0.1 (High) and 0.01 (Low).
833We found a number of studies discussing the selection
834coefficients of TE insertions on the host ranging from
8350.004 [42], to 0.01 [43] to 0.1 [44]. Additionally, [43, 45]
836found that deleterious mutations resulted in fitness re-
837ductions of the host of 10 and 7% (respectively) relative
838to the wild type. Based on these values we decided to

t3:1 Table 3 Probabilities of TE insertion effects

t3:2 Effect Lethal (survival likelihood = 0) Mildly deleteriousa Neutral (survival likelihood unchanged) Mildly beneficiala

t3:3 Probability 30% 20% 30% 20%

t3:4 aThe degree of mildly deleterious/beneficial mutations were varied in our experiments and are therefore detailed in the “Varied Parameters” section, below

t4:1 Table 4 TE progeny distribution

t4:2 (High)

t4:3 Number of TEs Inserted 0 1 2 3

t4:4 Probability 0% 55% 30% 15%

t4:5 (Low)

t4:6 Number of TEs Inserted 0 1 2 3

t4:7 Probability 15% 55% 30% 0%
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839 implement an increase/reduction of 0.1 or 0.01 to the
840 survival likelihood for beneficial/deleterious mutations.

841 Carrying capacity (Carrying_capacity)
842 The model allows large or small host population sizes
843 which aren’t fixed, but trend to the specified carrying
844 capacity (Carrying_capacity) of the host environment.
845 We set the capacity to 300 (High) or 30 (Low) host
846 individuals.

847 Insertion bias: insertion_bias, a function of gene rich areas
848 and TE Insertion preferences (Gene_insertion_distribution,
849 TE_insertion_distribution)
850 Our model allows us to simulate gene rich and gene
851 poor areas of the chromosome and also to allow TEs to
852 preferentially insert into different regions of the chromo-
853 some (e.g. gene poor regions). For our experiments, we
854 decided to explore two scenarios. In the first (Low bias
855 zone), we distributed genes randomly, but uniformly
856 throughout the chromosome and we similarly allowed
857 TEs to insert with uniform probability in all regions of
858 the chromosome. In the second scenario (High bias,
859 away from high gene density regions), we distributed
860 genes preferentially at one end of the chromosome,
861 while we allowed TEs to preferentially insert at the other
862 end (Fig.F5 5). Note, that we are not suggesting that such a
863 simple distribution accurately represents the distribution
864 and preferential insertion of genes and TEs respectively
865 in a real chromosome, but rather we wanted to explore
866 a simulation with gene dense regions and preferential
867 TE insertion in a simplified model. Note that despite
868 preferring different regions, there is overlap in both sce-
869 narios, where genes lie and TEs insert.

870Experiments
871Each experiment was allowed to run for up to 72 h on a
872high-performance computing cluster using a 2.1GHz
873processor and access to 100GB of RAM [46]. Due to the
874computational requirements of the simulation, the num-
875ber of experiments that could be completed in a reason-
876able amount of time was limited. As can be seen above,
877there were 8 different Low/High variations used, result-
878ing in 28 = 256 experimental design combinations. Fortu-
879nately, since our main result is to show that certain
880outcomes are possible, we did not require many replica-
881tions of the combinations (which would have been re-
882quired if we were making statistical claims about
883frequencies or other measurements of quantitative ef-
884fects). So, each design was run 3 times, for a total of 768
885experiments.
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